Direct quantification of molar masses of copolymers by online liquid chromatography under critical conditions-nuclear magnetic resonance and size exclusion chromatography-nuclear magnetic resonance.
Online LCCC-NMR and SEC-NMR are compared regarding the determination of molar masses of block copolymers. Two different direct referencing methods are particularly demonstrated in LCCC-NMR for a detailed characterization of diblock copolymers and their co-monomers. First, an intramolecular reference group was used for the direct determination of block lengths and molar masses. For the first time, it was shown that LCCC-NMR can be used for an accurate determination of Mw and Mn of copolymers. These data were in perfect agreement with SEC-NMR measurements using the same intramolecular referencing method. In contrast, the determination of molar masses with common relative methods based on calibrations with homopolymers delivered inaccurate results for all investigated diblock copolymers due to different hydrodynamic volumes of the diblock copolymer compared to their homopolymers. The intramolecular referencing method provided detailed insights in the co-monomer behavior during the chromatographic separation of LCCC. Especially, accurate chain lengths and chemical compositions of the "invisible" and "visible" blocks were quantified during the elution under critical conditions and provided new aspects to the concept of critical conditions. Second, an external reference NMR signal was used to directly determine concentrations and molar masses of the block copolymers from the chromatographic elution profile. Consequently, the intensity axes of the resulting chromatograms were converted to molar amounts and masses, allowing for determination of the amount of polymer chains with respect to elution volume, the evaluation of the limiting magnitude of concentration for LCCC-NMR, and determination of the molar masses of copolymers.